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Agenda

● Prerequisite for hands-on activities 
○ Free account in ChatGPTv 3.5 or Bard or Claude v2

● Demo of Machine Learning
○ Teachable Machine

● Introduction to Large Learning Models (LLMs)
○ Word2Vec
○ Transformer
○ Theory of Mind
○ RLHF, Pre-Training
○ Comparison of LLMs 
○ Open Source Repository for LLMs
○ Prompt Engineering

● Hands-on Activities 
● Generative AI in Higher Education

○ UHCC Guidance on Generative AI
● Next Steps - ChatGPT Champions/Advocates
● Appendix - Educause Study (4/23), Scholarly Article from Cornell (4/23)
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Machine Learning - Teachable Machine Demo

3https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/train/image



Large Language Model (LLM) - from Wikipedia
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Generate Conversations based on Pre-Training (G&P)...
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Refine Conversations based on Clarifications...v3.5
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With ChatGPT v4...a more trained LLM!
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Refined conversations with apologies...correct answer!
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Word2Vec - Word translated to a vector with numbers!

Google - Word2Vec Project 2013 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1301.3781
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biggest - big + small = smallestwoman - man + king = queen

Word2Vec - Vector math to form word relationships...
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https://arstechnica.com/science/2023/07/a-jargon-free-explanation-of-how-ai-large-language-models-work/



Word vector for Cat - word space with similar words

http://vectors.nlpl.eu/explore/embeddings/en/MOD_enwiki_upos_skipgram_300_2_2021/cat_NOUN/ 14
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Words meaning based on context
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Transformer (the T in GPT) -> word vectors into predictions
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Transformer -> Context + Prediction
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Each layer of a Transformer adds incremental knowledge
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Theory of mind (ToM) - What will Sam think is in the bag?
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Unexpected Contents Tasks
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RLHF - Reinforcement Learning with Human Feedback

24https://huggingface.co/blog/rlhf



Pre-Training (P in GPT) - ended on September 2021
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August 2022 for Claude v2



But, Bard has access to the Internet and latest content!
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ChatGPT4 (not the free ChatGPT3.5) - Plugins...
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Anthropic - Claude v2
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Google - Bard
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Google - Bard
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Comparison - ChatGPT3.5, ChatGPT4, Bard, Claude 

34
Medium - https://medium.com/@vdrcopywriting/chatgpt-vs-bard-vs-claude-2-which-is-best-7fafd7bcdd21

YouTube Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9Rweuhgtvk
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ChatGPT, Bard and 
Claude are closed and 
proprietary LLMs.

HuggingFace is like the 
Kaggle of AI - repository 
of AI models that are 
open source and free.



Prompt Engineering (or, how to converse with AI)

● Know the model’s strengths and weaknesses
○ Some models are tuned for programmers, others have older training cut-off dates 

● Be as specific as possible
○ Example: “I am hosting 50 guests. Generate a recipe for 50 blueberry muffins.” 

● Utilize contextual prompts
○ Example: “Assume I am a skilled chef. Adopt a friendly tone and respond in a passive voice”

● Provide AI models with examples
○ Example: “Here are some recipes for blueberry muffins. Create a new recipe based on it”

● Experiment with prompts and personas
● Try chain-of-thought prompting

○ Break down a complex problem into smaller steps
○ Prompt the LLM to provide intermediate reasoning for each step

36https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/application-development/five-best-practices-for-prompt-engineering



Recommended sequence of prompts
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Context - Background, overview prompt

Assumptions -  
Persona, skills, target audience etc.

Exclusions -  
don’t do this etc.

Broad 
scope

Focused scope

Example, sample

Specific 
prompt

Required

Required

Optional



38Paper on Prompt Engineering by Jules White

https://arxiv.org/abs/2302.11382


Biases, Fake Content, Hallucinations etc.
● LLMs are only as good as their quality and quantity of trained data + RLHF

○ Biases are inherent in the training samples and reinforcement learning/reward process
● Human feedback and guardrails do prevent some abuse and wrongdoing

○ But, these precautions can be exploited by hackers and other automated methods
● There is rampant scope for misuse and abuse (just like the Internet!)

○ Finding and using illegal and/or harmful content
○ Influencing users with misinformation and other harmful content
○ Generative AI often does not provide citations or attribution to the source of the content

● Hallucinations
○ Happens because LLMs are trained to predict words/tokens based on input words/tokens
○ LLMs are trained to generate content that appears correct, but may be factually incorrect!

● Proprietary LLMs are very expensive to train, maintain and litigate!
○ Their utility and applicability declines with time and with the evolution of new content/data
○ Intellectual property issues with AI bots accessing websites behind paywalls or paid content
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Hands-on Activities 

(using ChatGPT35, Bard or Claude v2)
Note: ChatGPT35 and Claude v2 cannot access the Internet! 

Bard does access Internet. Note: Need personal Gmail to access Bard
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Pick any one of the following: 

1. Summarize existing content 
Ex. Summarize the character of Casca in Julius Caesar in 150 words. Use active voice

2. Generate new creative content 
Ex. Based on the novel Moby Dick, create a new story in 150 words using friendly tone

3. Generate programming code
Ex. Generate Python code, and test samples, that computes the volume of a sphere

4. Data Analysis of an XL, csv or other file (using Claude v2 only)
Step 1 - Go to https://www.hawaiihealthmatters.org/indexsuite/index/foodinsecurity
Step 2 - Select Location = Maui and then Download the CSV file
Step 3 - Upload CSV file and use prompt - Review this file and summarize the food 
insecurity on Maui in 250 words for an expert user

5. Summarize and/or explain content from Hawaiian literature
Ex. Explain the lyrics from Aloha Oe in 250 words, to an expert in Hawaiian language
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https://www.hawaiihealthmatters.org/indexsuite/index/foodinsecurity


Survey
https://forms.gle/mLrwMtxAHexCgTuT6 
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https://forms.gle/mLrwMtxAHexCgTuT6
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https://www.uhonline.hawaii.edu/administration/ai



44Link to Google Doc

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XWGyroCg0BndoJW3MaN8T-Fj_YQBPULYbLPrP8JpGsI/edit


45Link to Google Doc

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ULLogEW8BrblIVir8LPd27u3B_83IFrCa-Utj7Zb6oM/edit#heading=h.fav6scqmwu85


Next Steps...

What are the limits of ChatGPT and its responses for your discipline? 

Are you interested in critically engaging on the capabilities and constraints of 
information developed through generative AI, and exploring innovative ways to 
enhance your teaching and engage your students? 

Join us! Next discussion: October 5, at 3pm

* More info will be shared via Maui Announcements. Email us to be added to discussions.
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Examples of implications for academic libraries
Applications

1. Discovery & Search - alternative search engine with personalized results
2. Research - brainstorm topics, generate keyword lists, summarize works
3. Reference - Chatbots
4. Teaching - writing assistance; lesson plans; LibGuides
5. Textbooks - draft OER resources
6. Information literacy & digital literacy - teaching critical thinking skills & information evaluation (identifying 

AI-created works and hallucinations)
7. Writing & Creation - draft text and inspiration for original creations (potentially quicker)
8. Productivity (writing & image creation) - write emails, create marketing plans and materials, 

Ethical Concerns

9. Equity & Inclusion - biases in AI tools; paid vs. free version
10. Plagiarism - can ChatGPT be considered a co-author?
11. Copyright - who owns AI-created products? Does creating the prompt mean a person owns the product?

Cox, Christopher and Elias Tzoc. "ChatGPT: Implications for Academic Libraries." ACRL TechConnect, vol. 2023, no. 8, 2023, 
https://crln.acrl.org/index.php/crlnews/article/view/25821/33770/.
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https://crln.acrl.org/index.php/crlnews/article/view/25821/33770/


Topics for discussion
ChatGPT in the Classroom: How can ChatGPT be utilized to facilitate classroom discussions, answer 
student queries, and provide on-demand assistance? 

Innovation and Pushing Boundaries: Brainstorm innovative projects that leverage ChatGPT to push the 
boundaries of traditional education. How can AI be harnessed to simulate real-world scenarios, encourage 
critical thinking, and foster interdisciplinary collaboration?

Writing Enhancement: Explore the possibilities of using ChatGPT to help students improve their writing 
skills across disciplines. Discuss strategies for incorporating AI-generated feedback while maintaining a 
focus on creativity and originality.

Ethical Considerations: Delve into the ethical implications of using AI in education. Examine issues 
related to bias, privacy, and the responsible use of AI technologies. How can we ensure that AI tools 
enhance learning while upholding academic integrity?

Personalized Learning: Explore the potential for ChatGPT to adapt to individual student learning styles 
and paces. Share ideas on creating customized learning experiences that cater to a diverse range of 
students with varying needs. 48



Questions?
Comments?!
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Appendix
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Generative AI in Higher Education - Educause Review (4/23)
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https://er.educause.edu/articles/2023/4/educause-quickpoll-results-adopting-and-adapting-to-generative-ai-in-higher-ed-tech
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56https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.00290



Cornell Paper - Students’ willingness to use Generative AI

1. Personalized and immediate learning support
2. Writing and brainstorming support
3. Research and analysis support
4. Visual and audio multi-media support
5. Automation of tedious and repetitive tasks

57https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.00290



Cornell Paper - Students’ concerns or lack of concerns

1. Challenges concerning accuracy and transparency
2. Challenges concerning privacy and ethical issues
3. Challenges concerning holistic competencies
4. Challenges concerning career prospects (or losing future job 

opportunities)
5. Challenges concerning human values

58https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.00290


